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ON RINGS OF FRACTIONS 
BY 

T. M. K. DAVISONC) 

1. Introduction and summary. Let R be a commutative Noetherian ring with 
identity, and let M be a fixed ideal of R. Then, trivially, ring multiplication is con
tinuous in the ilf-adic topology. Let S be a multiplicative system in R, and let 
j=js : R->S~1R, be the natural map. One can then ask whether (cf. Warner 
[3, p. 165]) S_1R is a topological ring in ihe j(M)-a,dic topology. In Proposition 1, 
I prove this is the case if and only if M<^p(S\ where 

p(S) = p | {P I P prime ideal of R such that P => kery, P n S # </>}. 

Hence S~ 1i^ is a topological ring for all S if and only if M<^p*(R)9 where 

p*(R) = f] {p(S) | S a multiplicative system}. 

The ideal p(S) occurs in another context: in Proposition 2,1 prove that S~1R is 
an i£-algebra of finite type (that is a ring finite extension of R) if and only if S 
n p(S)^(f>. To globalize this result I prove in Theorem 1 that the all quotient rings 
of R are of finite type if and only if R is semilocal of dimension at most 1. (This 
generalizes an old result of Artin-Tate [1, Theorem 4].) 

The remainder of the paper is taken up in evaluating p*(R), (in particular when 
R is a domain p*(R) is the pseudo-radical introduced by Gilmer [2]), and discussing 
the interrelationships with Rad (R), the Jacobson radical of R, and rad (R), the 
prime radical of R. 

2. Notation and terminology. In general the notation and terminology is that of 
Zariski-Samuel [4]. T denotes the set of all nonzero divisors of R, a commutative 
Noetherian ring with identity. For a given multiplicative system we put 

S1 = {xeR\3seS with xs = 0}. 

Thus S1=kerjS9 as defined above. Sf denotes the set of all multiplicative systems 
which do not contain 0, hence 

¥ = {S mult, system | S n S1 = $}. 

We say a prime ideal P of R is S-prime if and only if P=> S1 and P n S^<f>. Thus 

p(S) = p | {P I P is an S-prime ideal}. 

R is not considered to be a prime ideal. 
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3. Elementary results. 

LEMMA 1. Let Au . . . , Anbe a set ofpairwise incommensurable prime ideals in R. 
For each ie[l,n] there is an xte R such that xt $ At, but x{ e A3- allj^ i. 

Proof. Immediate. 

LEMMA 2. Let Rx be a commutative ring, and G a subgroup of R± satisfying 
G=>G2^G3^> • • •. Then the powers of G can be used for a base for a topology on 
Rx which gives it the structure of a topological group. 

Then Rx is a topological ring if and only if given x± e R± there is ak>\ such that 
xxG

k^G. 

Proof. Straightforward (or Bourbaki?). 
Finally we have the following property of minimal prime ideals of R: 

LEMMA 3. Let P be a minimal prime ideal of R (i.e. isolated prime ideal of(0)). 
For all Se Sf9P is not an S-prime ideal. 

Proof. Let Pl9...9Pm be the associated prime ideals of (0), and write (0 )=p | Q{ 

in an obvious notation. Put Si = R\Pi. 
Assume P is S-prime, then P^S1. Hence [4, Vol. 1, Ch. IV, Theorem 18 (3)] 

P' => H (ôi I * s u c h t h a t Qin s = </>}. 

ThusP =>Pt for some /such thatP{ n S=</>. AsPisminimalP=P i , andsoP n S=<f>; 
which contradicts our assumption that P is S-prime. 

4. Local and global results for continuity of ring multiplication. Let R, M be as 
in§l . 

LEMMA 4. Let S e £f. Then S~1R is a topological ring in the js(M)-adic topology 
if and only if given se S there is ak>\ such that 

Mk<= Ms+S1. 

Proof. Let (x, s) e S~XR be given. By Lemma 2 we need only show there is a 
k> 1 such that (JC, s)j(Mf ^j(M). Since (x, l)j(M)<=j(M) for all x e R it is neces
sary and sufficient to prove that given se S there is a k>\ such that 
j(M)k<^j(M)(s, 1). The result now follows. 

COROLLARY. (S~ XR, j(M)) is a topological ring if and only ifM<^f\seS Vlks+ S1. 

Proof. If multiplication is continuous, then given s, ¥ c VMs + S1 <= VRs+S1. 
But this is true for all s, whence the result. 

Conversely assume the result. Let s e S be given, then M<= VRs+S1. AS R is 
Noetherian, 

Rs + S1 => (VRs + S1)* => Mk for some k > 1, 

andso Ms+S 1^Mk + 1. 
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We now prove the intersection of the above corollary is identical with/?(S). 

LEMMA 5. C\seS VRs+S1=p(S). 

Proof. Assume x belongs to the left-hand side. Let P be an S-prime ideal, and 
choose seP n S. Then as x G VRS+SX there is a A:> 1, yeR9 zeS1 such that 
xk= ys+z. But this implies that x e P (as s e P, and z e P). Hence x belongs to the 
right-hand side. 

Conversely assume x e p(S). Let s e 5* be given. Every prime ideal containing 

VRs+S1 is S-prime, and s o x e VRs+S1. Thus xef]seS VRs+S1. 
We combine this result, with the preceding corollary to obtain: 

PROPOSITION 1. A necessary and sufficient condition that (S~1R,j(M)) is a topo
logical ring is 

M c p(S). 

Hence we deduce. 

COROLLARY. (S~1R,js(M)) is a topological ring for all Se Sf if and only if 

M c p*(R). 

5. Local results for ring-fmiteness. In the results that follow we will make use of 
the fact that the prime ideals of a Noetherian ring satisfy the d.c.c, and so, if there 
are S-prime ideals then there are minimal such. 

PROPOSITION 2. (cf. [2, Lemma 3]). Let S e $f. The following conditions are 
equivalent 

(i) S~1R is an R-algebra of finite type. 
(ii) S np(S) *</>. 

(iii) There are only finitely many minimal S-prime ideals. 

Proof. (i)=>(ii). Assume (f>: JRI[XI, . . . , xn]-> S~XR, with RX = RIA for some 
ideal A of R, is an isomorphism. Choose (yi9 st) e S~1R such that ^(xi) = (,yi, st). 
Put s=sx.. .sn. Clearly s G S. I claim s ep(S). 

It is straightforward (but tedious) to prove using ^~1 that given (y, t)e S~*R 
there is a k>0, and xe R such that (sky, t)~(x, 1) (in the case of domains this is 
trivial). Let P be an S-prime ideal, and choose t e P n S. By the preceding remark 
we see that sm-xt eS1 for some m>0, x G R. Thus sm e xt+SL<^P+SLc:P and 
so s G P. Whence sep(S). 

(h)=>(iii). Assume se S np(S), and put 

VRs+S1 = Pa) n P(2) n---nP(fc>, 

where all P 0 ) are prime, and in fact S-prime. Let P be an S-prime ideal. Clearly 
P^Rs+S1, and so P^p^ for some j . Hence the minimal S-prime ideals are 
among the P0 ) , for 7= 1, 2 , . . . , k. 
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(iii)=e>(i). If there are no S-prime ideals then in particular a maximal ideal is 
either disjoint from S or does not contain S1. Thus the natural injection of R/SL 

into S~*R is onto, and so an isomorphism. 
Now assume P ( 1 ) , . . .,P(fc), k>l, are the minimal S-prime ideals of R. Take 

5{eP ( i ) n S, and put t=Yl^1si. In the ring R=RIS1 we denote images by r, etc., 
so {1, f, t2

9...} is a multiplicative system in R. We denote the ring of fractions by 
R[l/t]. I claim S~1Rc^R[llt], The following three statements make this clear, using 
the universal property of S~1R. Consider the natural map/obtained from com
posing R -> R -> R[llt] namely r h-> f/1 : 

(a) seS=>f(s) is a unit in R[l/t]. For since V i f a + S 1 is an intersection of 
S-prime ideals it must contain t, which is in each S-prime ideal. Thus 3x e R, m > 0 
such that xs—tm e S1; and so xs=tm, whence the result, as t is a unit. 

(b) x e R,f(x)=0 => xe S1. This is clear as 

| = 2<>3m > 0 tmx = 0 

o3m>0 x^eS1 

oxeS1, &stmeS. 

(c) Each element of ^[1/^] is of the form/(*)/(.?) "^ for some x e R, s e S. This 
is clear also, as in fact each element of ^[1//] is of the form/(x)/(rm)_1 for some 
xeR, m > 0; and tmeS. 

6. Global results for ring-finiteness. The result of this section (Theorem 1) is a 
generalization of a theorem of Artin-Tate [1, Theorem 4], and also contains part 
of Gilmer's theorem 1 (see [2]). 

THEOREM 1. Let R be a commutative Noetherian ring. Then the following state
ments are equivalent. 

(a) R is semilocal, and dim R< 1. 
(b) R has only finitely many prime ideals. 
(c) S~1RIR is finite for all SzSf. 

Proof. (a)=>(b) is trivial. 
(b)=>(c) is true by §5, Proposition 2(iii). 
(c)=>(a). Let {Pl9..., Pn} be all the prime ideals of R of height 0; since R is 

Noetherian these are finite in number. Put T=R\f]f=1Pi. Clearly T-^V^Ô) 
= n ? = i A, so P =5 T1 for all prime ideals P. Furthermore P n T=<j> if and only if 
P=Pj for some j e [1, ri\. Hence, by Lemma 3, P is T-prime if and only if ht (P) > 1. 
Let P i , . . . , P i be the minimal T-prime ideals (these are finite in number since 
T~1R is an i^-algebra of finite type). Let PUi, • • -, P'm denote the prime ideals of 
height 0 which are not contained in any P}9 for j<k. 

I claim P i , . . . , P'm are maximal ideals. Let {al9..., am} be chosen (by Lemma 1) 
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so that a{ $ P/, at e f)j±t P). Assume a $ P]. Consider b = a+Z'aq, where 2 ' denotes 
the sum over all indices q such that aeP'q. Clearly b $ U?*=i -P/- If b is not a unit, 
let P' be an isolated prime ideal of Rb. By the principal ideal theorem [4, Vol. 1, 
p. 238], h t P ' < 1. If h t P ' = l then P' is a T-prime ideal, and so P'^Pq for some 
q<k. If P'>Pq then ht(P£)=0, and so Pq is not T-prime, which is absurd. Thus 
P'=P'q, and so b e Pq which is contrary to the construction of b. So we must have 
h t P ' = 0. But then P ' c ( j y B l Pq, by our choice of the set of ideals {P'h ...,P'm} 
which implies b e (J™= 1 Pq ; which is also absurd. Thus b is a unit, and so Pj is 
maximal. 

There are no more maximal ideals, for if M is maximal either it is T-prime, and 
so belongs to {P i , . . . , P'k} or it is not 7-prime and so belongs to {Pl9..., Pn}. 

Finally each prime ideal has height < 1. For if P is a prime ideal with ht P > 2 
then P is T-prime, and so P=>Pj for somej<Ar. Since P] is maximal P=Pj. Let 
P>P'>P" with P\P" prime. Then P' is a T-prime ideal, and P]>P' contradicts 
the fact that P;- is a minimal T-prime ideal. 

Compare the proof of (c)=>(b) with Theorem 8 in [3]. 

7. Properties of/?*(P). Let P l 5 . . . , Pn be the isolated prime ideals of (0). We 
find a more convenient description of p*(R) in the next result. 

PROPOSITION 3. p*(R)=C\i=iP(sd-

Proof. It is clear ihatp*(R)c:f)^1p(Sd directly from the definition. If x $p*(R) 
there is a prime P, and a n ^ e ^ such that P is S-prime and x $ P. Now P^P{ for 
some i<n.lf P>Pi then P is *Srprime, and so x $p(Si). Hence x^f)i = 1p(Si). If 
P=Pi we contradict Lemma 3. Hence x $p*(R) => x $ P)]L i /KSj). 

COROLLARY. Pbr any pair of rings R\ R" we have 

p*(R' x iT) - p*(R*) xp*(R"). 

Proof. The minimal prime ideals of P ' x R" are easy to describe, given the mini
mal primes of R' and R". Now apply the proposition. 

The next result in conjunction with the one following shows that/?* has the effect 
of indicating dimension. 

PROPOSITION 4. p*(R) = R if and only if dim P=(0). That is if and only if R is 
Artinian. 

Proof. If /?*(P) = R then/?(Sf) = R, each i, and so there are no prime ideals properly 
containing Pi5 for any i. Hence each Px is maximal and so the result follows. Con
versely if R is Artinian then R is a finite product of primary rings. Now if R' is 
primary p*(R') = R, and so the result follows by applying the Corollary to Proposi
tion 3. 

Asp(Si)=>Pi for each / it is clear that p*(R)>rad (P). With respect to Rad (P) 
the situation is a little more complex. First we need the following result. 

2—C.M.B. 
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LEMMA 7. Let R be an arbitrary ring. There exist rings R" and R" such that (i) 
the minimal prime ideals ofR' have depth > 1 (equivalently the maximal prime ideals 
have height > 1). (ii) R" is Artinian, with the property that R~R" x R". 

Note if R has property (i) or (ii) itself this representation is trivial, i.e. R~R" or 
R~R". 

Proof. Let P[,.. .,P'n be the minimal prime ideals of (0) in R. Assume Pk, 
PIc+i, • . . , P'n are maximal ideals, and put B=fy}=k Q'5 where (0)=P|f=i Q[ in an 
obvious notation. Then there is A such that A n B=(0), A + B=R, namely 
n ? - i Ô* n f T = n + i Ql It is now standard [4, Vol. 1, Theorem 32, p. 178] that 
R~R/AxR/B. Take R = R/A, RW=R/B. These rings clearly have the desired 
property. 

PROPOSITION 5. p*(R)<^R2id (R) if and only if there is no minimal prime ideal 
ofR which is also maximal. 

Proof. Assume no minimal prime ideal of R is maximal. Let M be a maximal 
prime, then there is a minimal prime Pt properly contained in M, so p{S^M. 

Thus/?*(#) <=n M=rad (R). 
Assume conversely that;?*(i£)c:Rad (R). Write R=Rx R" using Lemma 7, with 

R" Artinian. Then p*(R) =p*(R) xp*(R"), whereas Rad (i?) = Rad (R) x Rad (R) 
and sop*(R")<^ Rad (R)—but this is absurd (apply Proposition 4), and so we must 
have iT = (0). Thus R has no Artinian part, which implies that no minimal prime 
of R is maximal. 

COROLLARY. (i?,/7*(i?)) is a Zariski ring if and only if there is no minimal prime 
ideal ofR which is also maximal. 

In fact it is clear that more than Proposition 5 is true: p*(R)<=^f) {P | P prime of 
height > 1}. One more result of the type is worth stating. 

PROPOSITION 6. /?*(i?)=rad (R) if and only ifSf^^R is not ring-finite for any i. 

COROLLARY. If R is semiprimary then p*(R) > rad (R). 
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